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ABSTRACT
The Coronal Multi-channel Polarimeter (CoMP) obtains daily full-Sun above-
the-limb coronal observations in linear polarization, allowing for the first time a
diagnostic of the coronal magnetic field direction in quiescent prominence cavities.
We find that these cavities consistently possess a characteristic “lagomorphic”
signature in linear polarization indicating twist or shear extending up into the
cavity above the neutral line. We demonstrate that such a signature may be
explained by a magnetic flux-rope model, a topology with implications for solar
eruptions. We find corroborating evidence for a flux rope structure in the pattern
of concentric rings within cavities seen in CoMP line-of-sight velocity.
Subject headings: Sun: corona Sun: filaments, prominences Sun: infrared Sun:
magnetic field
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1. Introduction
Dark cavities are often part of coronal mass ejections (CMEs), surrounding bright cores
identified as erupting prominences (Illing & Hundhausen 1986). Non-erupting, or quiescent
cavities also exist in equilibrium and may be long-lived. Understanding the magnetic
structure of those cavities is important for understanding pre-CME configurations. Cavities
are dark, elongated, elliptical structures with rarefied density (Fuller & Gibson 2009;
Gibson et al. 2010). They have been observed in a wide wavelength range: mostly in white
light (Gibson et al. 2006), but also in radio, EUV and SXR (Marque´ et al. 2002; Marque´
2004; Hudson et al. 1999; Hudson & Schwenn 2000; Heinzel et al. 2008; Berger et al. 2012;
Reeves et al. 2012). Cavities often surround quiescent prominences, especially in the polar
crown regions (Tandberg-Hanssen 1995). They are long-lived, their structure changes
slowly with time but they can also erupt as a CME (Maricˇicˇ et al. 2004; Vrsˇnak et al. 2004;
Gibson et al. 2006; Re´gnier et al. 2011). Cavities have been modeled as a flux rope (Low
1994; Low & Hundhausen 1995), although the physical nature of cavities is still a subject
of open research. Establishing their magnetic topology is important for choosing between
models for CME eruptive drivers.
Measurements of the magnetic field in the solar corona are not trivial (Lin et al. (2004),
and references therein). Firor & Zirin (1962) showed that infrared forbidden lines of Fe XIII
may be used to determine physical properties of coronal plasma. Charvin (1965) showed
that direction of the magnetic field in the plane-of-sky (POS) can be determined using linear
polarization signals from these forbidden coronal lines. The new Coronal Multi-Channel
Polarimeter (CoMP), recently installed at the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (MLSO) in
Hawaii, makes daily observations of the lower corona with a field of view of about 1.04 to
1.4 solar radii. Since October 2010, CoMP has measured the magnetic field in the solar
corona via the polarimetric signal (Stokes I, Q, U, V) of the forbidden lines of Fe XIII at
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1074.7 nm and 1079.8 nm (Tomczyk et al. 2008). The circular polarization (Stokes V) gives
us information about the strength of the magnetic field along the line-of-sight (LOS). Due
to the very low intensity of the circular polarization signal, long integration times on the
order of hours are required. Linear polarization has a much stronger signal and constrains
the direction of the magnetic field in the plane-of-sky (POS) (see discussion below). CoMP
also measures the LOS plasma velocity from observations at different wavelengths.
Early, prototype CoMP observations of cavities led to interesting results. Schmit et al.
(2009) analyzed observations from short CoMP observing runs at the National Solar
Observatory in 2005 and found, for the first time, Doppler velocities of 5− 10 km s−1 within
a coronal cavity. Dove et al. (2011) found that the same observations showed that the
cavity’s signature in linear polarization was consistent with a spheromak-type magnetic flux
rope model (Gibson & Low 1998). The Dove et al. (2011) study analyzed only one cavity,
however, motivating us to perform a more comprehensive study of cavity signatures in
linear polarization, making use of the daily CoMP observations now available. We interpret
the observations in a similar manner to that of Dove et al. (2011), applying the FORWARD
codes1 to an MHD model to yield synthesized CoMP observables (Judge & Casini 2001).
We find however that an MHD model of a arched cylindrical flux rope (Fan 2010) is a better
fit than a spheromak to model the CoMP cavities that we survey, most of which surround
polar crown filaments.
2. CoMP Results
We have surveyed daily images from the Solar Dynamics Observatory/Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly (SDO/AIA 193A˚) for polar-crown cavities, and subsequently examined
1http://people.hao.ucar.edu/sgibson/FORWARD/
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CoMP data (averaged over tens of minutes to hours to improve signal-to-noise ratio) to
establish cavity signatures in linear polarization. We found a consistent pattern of a dark
V or U shape above a central core in CoMP linear polarization in the location of observed
AIA cavities (Figures 1-2). The quiescent cavities that we studied were tunnel-like in
morphology, with a longitudinal extension that often allowed them to remain visible for
many days. We found that the CoMP signature was generally apparent throughout this
time period. Overall, in observations during 78 days between May 2011 and December
2012, we found 68 different cavities with this characteristic linear-polarization structure
that we term lagomorphic, due to its resemblance to a rabbit-head seen in silhouette.
To establish the significance of the lagomorph structure, we examined polar-angle cuts
in L/I (degree of linear polarization) (see e.g., Figure 1). We found the L/I inside the
lagomorph core ranged from a few percent to tens of percent (depending on radial height)
lower than the signal outside the cavity at the same height. In all cases this represented a
greater than 3σ depletion.
Another interesting observation is found in the CoMP Doppler velocities. Our
inspection of CoMP-observed cavities indicates that large-scale LOS flows as found by
Schmit et al. (2009) are common in cavities, but moreover that an interesting ‘bulls-eye’
pattern may appear, with concentric circles of distinct values of flow along the LOS (Figure
3). Such a bulls-eye pattern is most easily observed in bigger cavities whose center is well
above the CoMP coronagraph occulter, so that there is often no clear V-shape structure
above the dark core because of the limited CoMP FOV. Bulls-eye flows in cavities have
been observed to last for multiple days (e.g. Figure 3).
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2.1. Forward modeled flux rope
To interpret the new CoMP observations we have used the isothermal MHD model
described in Fan (2010) with the temperature set to T = 1.5 MK. In this three-dimensional
MHD simulation, a twisted magnetic flux rope emerges into a pre-existing coronal potential
arcade field. After the flux rope emergence is stopped, a quasi-static rise of the flux rope
is observed. When the slow rise reaches a critical height, the flux rope accelerates and is
rapidly ejected (Fan 2010). Figure 2 shows an example, for one pre-eruption time step, of
magnetic field lines and forward modeled linear polarization from this simulation.
The magnitude of linear polarization depends on the angle θ between the direction of
the local magnetic field and the LOS (L ∝ sin2 θ, where L=
√
Q2 + U2 is the total linear
polarization). The strongest signal in linear polarization occurs when the magnetic field is
in the plane of sky (θ = 90◦). In the interpretation of such observations, examining the nulls
in L is very useful (Rachmeler et al. (2012) and references therein). Linear polarization
goes to 0 when θ = 0◦, 180◦ and the magnetic field is aligned with the LOS. The signal can
also become unpolarized due to the Van Vleck effect (L = 0 when the angle between the
direction of the local magnetic field and the local vertical, ϑ, is equal to ϑV V = 54.7
◦). The
Van Vleck effect also changes the direction of the linear polarization. If ϑ < ϑV V then the
direction of the linear polarization is parallel to the direction of the magnetic field in the
POS. If ϑ > ϑV V , the direction of the linear polarization is perpendicular to the direction
of the magnetic field in the POS. Consequently, vectors of linear polarization tend to be
radial (Arnaud & Newkirk 1987), but it is possible that the 90◦ ambiguity can be removed
if the locations of ϑ = ϑV V can be identified.
The forward-modeled linear polarization for the flux ropes shown in Figure 1 (right
column) show lagomorphs similar to that observed by CoMP. The dark core in the middle
of the cavity is due to the flux rope axis being oriented along the LOS, combined with Van
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Vleck inversions in the lower part of the flux rope. The V or U-shape (depending on height
of the flux rope axis) structure above the dark core are due to Van Vleck inversions in the
surrounding arcade and top of the flux rope. Depending on flux-rope axis height, the angle
and location of the lagomorph “ears” changes. A potential arcade field (not presented in
Figure 1), without an underlying rope, would produce only ears (i.e., a V-shape structure)
without a dark central core, and we see that conversely a high-axis flux rope might have
ears lying above the CoMP field of view. Overlaid contours show current density of the
simulation, and indicate that the ears tilt outwards just above the outer boundary of the
flux rope. Figure 1 shows a similar trend in CoMP observations, from V-shaped ears for
the lower cavity centers (top and middle), to more block-like horizontal type structure (no
ears) for the higher cavity center (bottom). In four observed cases (one of them is shown
in Figure 1, middle row) a dark central core is not clearly seen. It is possible that this is
due to a curvature effect: Rachmeler et al. (2013) forward modeled linear polarization of
an axisymmetric model of a flux rope (encircling the Sun), which is less curved than the
arched cylindrical flux rope model we used. They found that linear polarization showed a
similar lagomorph structure but without a clear dark core. Thus, these cases might imply
that the cavity is elongated along the LOS. These measurements motivate future work to
clearly establish how size and morphology scale between cavity and lagomorph, and how
twist and curvature may affect the degree of linear polarization.
3. Conclusions
The linear-polarization lagomorph indicates shear or twist above neutral lines, but the
question remains as to whether the flux rope model is the only possible model to explain
these cavity observations. Rachmeler et al. (2013) has compared forward-modeled linear
polarization signals from a sheared arcade, an arched cylindrical flux rope model, and a
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spheromak flux rope and found that all three models have distinct polarization signatures,
especially when the direction of the linear polarization vectors are taken into account. The
lagomorph morphology of linear polarization may be consistent with both the sheared
arcade and flux rope model, but differs from the ring-like morphology predicted by the
spheromak model and as seen in the CoMP observations described in Dove et al. (2011).
One potential distinguisher between sheared-arcade and flux-rope model is the direction
of the linear polarization vectors, which, below the maximum shear axis appear radial for
the flux-rope model and horizontal for the sheared-arcade model (Rachmeler et al. 2013).
Unfortunately, only a few cavities were large enough to investigate this: one such is shown
in the bottom row of Figure 1 - and for this case the vectors are more consistent with the
flux-rope model. Perhaps the strongest corroborating evidence for the flux rope model is
the bulls-eyes pattern in Doppler velocity images, which suggests flows along flux surfaces
of a magnetic flux rope. It is also significant that the lagomorph core extends upwards into
the cavity, since it implies that the axial field is not concentrated solely at lower heights
where the prominence lies. We note that, depending on the prominence type and even time
of solar cycle it is possible that not all cavities are topologically similar. For example, the
2005 spheromak cavity of Dove et al. (2011) was not a longitudinally extended polar-crown
prominence cavity like the cases examined in this paper. Further analysis of a broader
range of prominences and cavities is needed to establish the circumstances under which a
given magnetic topology is likely to exist.
In summary, we have used new CoMP observations to search for prominence-cavity
signatures in linear polarization. We interpreted these observations using forward
modeling to calculate synthetic CoMP-like data. We have found 68 different cavities with
characteristic lagomorph structures in linear polarization observed by SDO/AIA during
78 days between May 2011 and December 2012. Such signatures are well-explained by a
flux rope topology, as are observations of observed bulls-eye patterns in LOS velocity. We
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conclude that the arched cylindrical magnetic flux rope is an appropriate model for most
polar crown prominence cavities. This magnetic topology should thus be taken into account
in determining likely physical processes that may ultimately destabilize cavity equilibria.
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Fig. 1.— First column: Examples of cavities observed by SDO/AIA 193 A˚. Second column:
L/I profile across polar-angle cuts at the cavity center height (1.07, 1.08 and 1.14 R⊙ from
top to bottom). Third column LOS-integrated L/I for CoMP observations of three cavities.
Direction of Stokes linear polarization vectors (integrated through the LOS) is shown as
green lines. The edge of the solar disk is indicated by the curved yellow lines. The occulting
disk of CoMP extends to 1.05 R⊙. Fourth column: LOS-integrated Stokes L/I for forward-
calculated 3d flux rope model, where the the apex height of the flux rope axis matches the
height of the center of the cavity observation calculated with AIA images (white diamonds).
Contours show the current density of the simulated flux rope.
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Fig. 2.— Top row: Flux rope field lines (left) and model linear polarization integrated along
line of sight (right). Bottom row: Cavity observed by SDO/AIA 193 A˚ (left) and CoMP
observed linear polarization (right). White diamonds show the center of the cavity seen on
AIA images, and contours simulation current density.
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Fig. 3.— Top row: Cavities observed by SDO/AIA 193 A˚ on 2012 January 2, January 3 and
January 4. Bottom row: Doppler velocity from CoMP observations for the same cavities:
these data can be downloaded from the MLSO web page and have been already corrected
for East-West trend.
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